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Note

The designations employed and the presentation 
of the material in this paper do not imply the 
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part 
of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning 
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area, 
or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of 
its frontiers or boundaries. This paper is intended for 
learning purposes. The inclusion of company names 
and examples does not constitute an endorsement 
of the individual exchanges or organisations by 
UNCTAD, UN Global Compact, UNEP, the PRI or the 
WFE. Material in this paper may be freely quoted or 
reprinted, but acknowledgement is requested. A copy 
of the publication containing the quotation or reprint 
should be sent to info@SSEinitiative.org. A copy of the 
publication containing the quotation or reprint should 
be sent to info@SSEinitiative.org.
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FOREWORD
Sustainability has moved from the fringes of the financial sector to the mainstream in recent years. The industry 
has increasingly embraced a transition to a more sustainable and inclusive economic model, with support from 
governments, regulators, investors, and the broader society.

As core marketplaces for the design and trading of new products, exchanges must be at the heart of the focus 
on sustainability for genuine change to take place. 

The 2009 launch of the Sustainable Stock Exchanges (SSE) initiative represented a major step forward. The 
SSE’s work on sustainable finance, ESG disclosure, responsible investing, risk mitigation, and benchmarking has 
provided a template on sustainability for stock exchanges worldwide.

This report represents the first work by the SSE to extend beyond equity markets and stock exchanges into listed 
derivative markets, a welcome next step.  

The report reviews the current approaches of derivatives exchanges in sustainability and suggests areas of further 
work and reflection. Without the risk management products and the forward price discovery that exchanges can 
bring, a transition to a more sustainable future will be more difficult, costly, and significantly less efficient.

CME Group is proud to support this effort and honoured to have served as chair of the derivatives Advisory Group 
that included distinguished colleagues from derivatives exchanges around the globe and the World Federation of 
Exchanges (WFE). 

We believe that this report will help derivatives exchanges consider how best to embed sustainability within their 
operations. We recommend it to our colleagues within the derivatives ecosystem and congratulate all involved in 
its preparation.

Julie Winkler,  
Chief Commercial Officer,  

CME Group

Owain Johnson,  
Global Head of Research, 

CME Group  
& Vice-Chair of the WFE’s  

Sustainability Working Group
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
While the role of stock exchanges and equity markets has been well-explored over the past decade, the potential 
role of derivatives and derivatives markets is less understood. This document provides an overview of the role 
of derivatives markets generally, presents some of the things derivatives exchanges are already doing in relation 
to sustainability, and highlights ways in which these exchanges can support the transition to more sustainable 
development pathways. 

The report identifies an action menu of opportunities for all exchanges. Some of these actions (e.g. product 
development) may happen in response to market signals and opportunities created by regulatory developments. 
Others will depend on an exchange’s assessment of where it is able to have impact given its operating environment 
and level of support from participants in its ecosystem. Ultimately there are opportunities for all exchange operators 
to ensure their markets are responding to the sustainability imperative.

An action menu for derivatives exchanges to promote sustainable development

.

Engage in Partnerships
Participate in multi-stakeholder dialogue to build consensus on 
sustainable finance in derivatives markets.

Drive Standardization
Promote market agreement on reference standards for  
sustainability themed products.

Enhance Transparency
Provide solutions to enhance transparency about the sustainability 
attributes of traded products and market participants.

Link Market Participation to Sustainability
Can range from requiring sustainability reports to requiring  
demonstrated alignment with agreed sustainability practices.

Introduce ESG Data Products
Introduce sustainability-aligned data products that support the  
functioning of the traded market and can be the basis for new  
tradeable products.

List Tradeable ESG Products
Meet emergent demand for new sustainability aligned derivatives 
products across all asset classes.
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In June 2020, the United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said: “The pandemic has demonstrated 
the fragility of our world. It has laid bare risks we have ignored for decades: inadequate health systems; gaps in 
social protection; structural inequalities; environmental degradation; the climate crisis.”1 The scope and scale of 
the sustainability challenges he points to are such that no single body or entity can address them alone while the 
nature of many of these challenges means that addressing them is becoming increasingly urgent. In addition to 
action from government, business and civil society, finding solutions to these global challenges also requires the 
support of the finance sector.

This report begins by setting out the sustainable development policy and investment context, and provides 
an introduction to derivatives and how derivatives exchanges operate (primarily for those unfamiliar with these 
markets). It highlights specifically the price risk hedging and price transparency functions performed by derivatives 
products, which supports the effective functioning of the underlying markets. 

The next section explores existing sustainability-linked exchange activities. Many of these respond to changes in 
the underlying market (whether changes in demand or in the regulatory environment) and cover a full spectrum of 
initiatives from the introduction of products such as equity index derivatives developed specifically to cater for a 
growing focus on sustainable investment and energy and carbon-linked products for entities subject to emerging 
regulatory regimes to the introduction of responsible sourcing requirements for commodity producers.

The report concludes with an exploration of additional ways in which derivatives exchanges can contribute to 
sustainable development and finds that these exchanges, similar to stock exchanges, have several opportunities 
in this regard.

2.1 The sustainability challenge

Since the launch of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015, integrating environmental 
and social sustainability into global production systems and international trade and investment has shifted into 
the mainstream. Whether viewed narrowly through the lens of the business case, or more broadly as part of 
a moral imperative, there is general recognition that current economic pathways are unsustainable. Climate 
change, an existential risk, provides perhaps the starkest example of this. While progress has been made in 
reducing emissions, even the more “optimistic” emissions trajectory suggests the global climate is still heading 
for three degrees of warming by 2100.2 The best available science, through the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change, indicates that the impacts of this global warming (including sea level rise and extreme weather 
events) will lead to catastrophic events affecting our interlinked environmental, social and economic ecosystems.3 
In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has raised awareness of the impacts of human activity on the destruction of 
natural habitats. The pandemic also highlighted persistent and in some cases, worsening, economic inequities. 

In response to this growing appreciation of planetary boundaries and social imperatives,  policymakers, regulators 
and private sector actors are placing greater emphasis on environmental and social sustainability and the funding 
required to achieve this. In addition to focused public sector investment, there is a need for a significant mobilization 

2. SUSTAINABILITY AND DERIVATIVES  
MARKETS

1. INTRODUCTION

1 United Nations Secretary-General (2020) Secretary-General’s Nelson Mandela Lecture: “Tackling the Inequality Pandemic: A New 
Social Contract for a New Era” [as delivered].
2 Hausfather, Z. and Peters, G. (2020) ‘Emissions – the “Business as Usual Story Is Misleading”.
3 ‘UN emissions report: World on course for more than 3 degree spike, even if climate commitments are met’ (2019).

https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/statement/2020-07-18/secretary-generals-nelson-mandela-lecture-%E2%80%9Ctackling-the-inequality-pandemic-new-social-contract-for-new-era%E2%80%9D-delivered
https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/statement/2020-07-18/secretary-generals-nelson-mandela-lecture-%E2%80%9Ctackling-the-inequality-pandemic-new-social-contract-for-new-era%E2%80%9D-delivered
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00177-3
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://news.un.org/en/story/2019/11/1052171&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1616021864795000&usg=AOvVaw1gzC6YI6Cjvs_cDejXAvl7
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and reorientation of private finance. UNCTAD estimates that the annual investment gap between existing and 
required levels of investment to meet the SDGs in developing countries alone is in the order of $2.5 trillion per 
year.4 As a consequence, various bodies have, over the past decade, promoted the role of insurers, banks, 
asset owners, asset managers and stock exchanges in driving this reorientation and mobilization of financial 
flows. In addition to various UN supported initiatives (the Principles for Responsible Investment, the Principles for 
Sustainable Insurance, the Principles for Responsible Banking and the Sustainable Stock Exchanges initiative) the 
European Union has said that it would seek “to mainstream the Sustainable Development Goals in the European 
policy framework”5 and has developed the Sustainable Finance Action Plan aimed at “reorienting financial capital 
to more sustainable investments”.6 Central banks and supervisors have meanwhile established the Network for 
Greening the Financial System (NGFS) “to enhance the role of the financial system to manage risks and to 
mobilize capital for green and low-carbon investments in the broader context of environmentally sustainable 
development”7 while the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) has announced that it will 
“step up its efforts to address issues around sustainability and climate change”.8  Since its launch in December 
2017, the NGFS has grown from eight to 69 central bank members from around the world.9 

The result of this effort is evident in the growth of sustainable investing.10 UNCTAD estimates that as at end 2019, 
sustainability-dedicated investments totalled around $1.25 trillion. This is made up of green bonds (approximately 
$260 billion, up from less than $50 billion in 2015), sustainability-themed equity funds (about $900 billion), social 
bonds ($50 billion), and COVID-19 response bonds ($55 billion).11 If broadened to include “responsible investment” 
funds, the total size of the market increases to over $30 trillion.

Regulatory developments in sustainable financeBox 2.1
Regulators around the world are increasingly integrating sustainability considerations into financial markets and 
are looking to drive greater harmonisation and standardisation across sustainability definitions and frameworks. 
It is not possible within the bounds of this report to provide a comprehensive overview of what is happening but 
it is worth highlighting some of these developments to illustrate this growing global trend.

European Union: Since the adoption of the recommendations of the High Level Expert Group on Sustainable 
Finance at the end of 2018, the EU has introduced a range of regulatory initiatives aimed at mobilising private 
capital to support the European Green Deal and ensuring the reorientation of financial flows towards more 
sustainable outcomes. These include:12

 ■ The publication of the Taxonomy Regulation for climate change mitigation and adaptation, which 
gives regulatory effect to the EU taxonomy for sustainable activities. The Taxonomy sets out criteria 
for economic activities that can contribute positively to climate change mitigation or adaptation, while 
avoiding significant harm to other environmental objectives. Under the regulation, financial market 
participants will be required to disclose the alignment (or otherwise) of their products with the EU 
taxonomy. Companies that are subject to the EU’s existing sustainability disclosures (the Non-Financial 
Reporting Directive - under review as at time of writing) will be required to disclose how, and to what 
extent, their activities are associated with taxonomy-aligned activities.  

 ■ Regulation on sustainability related disclosures in the financial services sector which requires financial 
market participants to publish how they take sustainability risks into consideration in their investment 
decision-making and the negative sustainability impacts of their investments. Where they do not take 
negative consequences into account, they will be required to disclose the reasons for not doing so. 
Where a financial market participant offers a product with sustainability objectives, the firm is required 
to disclose how those objectives are met including to what extent derivatives are used and how these 
specifically meet the stated sustainability objectives. 

4 UNCTAD (2014) World Investment Report.
5 European Commission (2016) ‘Sustainable Development: EU sets out its priorities’. 
6 European Commission (2018) ‘Commission Action Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth’. 
7 NGFS, ‘Network for Greening the Financial System’. 
8 IOSCO (2020) ‘IOSCO steps up its efforts to address issues around sustainability and climate change’. 
9 As at 24 July 2020.
10 The term “sustainable investing” includes a number of subcategories such as ESG integration, sustainability themed investing, 
impact investing, etc. For full definitions of sub-categories of sustainable finance see GSIA (2018) Global Sustainable Investment 
Review. p7
11 UNCTAD (2020) World Investment Report. See Chapter 5 for a full explanation of how the categories of “sustainability-lined” and 
“responsible investment” are defined.
12Overview of EU efforts to embed sustainability into financial policy.

https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/wir2014_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_16_3883
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/sustainable-finance-renewed-strategy_en
https://www.ngfs.net/en
https://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS564.pdf
http://www.gsi-alliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/GSIR_Review2018.3.28.pdf
http://www.gsi-alliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/GSIR_Review2018.3.28.pdf
https://unctad.org/webflyer/world-investment-report-2020
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance_en
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 ■ The Benchmark Regulation which sets out minimum criteria for EU Climate Transition Benchmarks and 
EU Paris-aligned Benchmarks and requires all benchmarks (other than currency and interest rates) to 
explain how ESG factors are considered. 

The EU has also established an International Platform on Sustainable Finance with the objective of working with 
international policy makers to “scale up the mobilisation of private capital towards environmentally sustainable 
investments”.13

Singapore: The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) is working to position Singapore as a sustainable finance 
hub.14 Over the course of 2020, MAS was consulting on the introduction of requirements for financial firms 
(banks, insurers and investment managers) to consider and manage environmental risk as part of their business 
activities.15

China: In May 2020 the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) and the National Development and Reform Commission 
(NDRC) proposed merging their green bond criteria (established in 2015) to create a unified green bond 
taxonomy.16 Part of the discussion includes considering whether to exclude so-called “clean coal” projects from 
eligibility which would bring Chinese green bond standards more in line with international definitions.

United States: In September 2020 the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) released its report on 
“Managing Climate Risk in the US Financial System”.17 The CFTC report further notes that derivatives markets 
have a role to play in providing risk mitigation instruments. The recommendations, while not binding, include: 

 ■ That the US establish a price on carbon;

 ■ That financial regulators should include climate-related risks in their monitoring and oversight activities; 

 ■ That regulators pilot climate-risk stress-testing; and 

 ■ That material climate risks be disclosed.

Japan: Regulators have been working with industry to encourage and support uptake of the TCFD 
Recommendations. For example, The Financial Services Agency co-hosted two TCFD symposiums with Japan 
Exchange Group in 2019 while the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) published a TCFD Guidance 
for companies in December 2018, and the Ministry of the Environment published a Practical Guide for Scenario 
Analysis in line with the TCFD Recommendations in March 2020. 

For more examples, please see the SSE report How securities regulators can support the Sustainable 
Development Goals18 and the SSE online regulator database: sseinitiative.org/regulation.

The role of stock exchanges in fostering economic growth and  
sustainable developmentBox 2.2

UNCTAD-WFE research on the role of stock exchanges in fostering economic growth and sustainable 
development identifies two main mechanisms through which stock exchanges can contribute to development:

1) Mobilising resources for sustainable economic growth and development: 

a. Well-functioning exchanges facilitate the mobilisation of domestic resources and foreign portfolio flows.

13 EU International Platform on Sustainable Finance.
14 Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) Sustainable Finance.
15 MAS (2020) Consultation Paper on Proposed Guidelines on Environmental Risk Management for Asset Managers.
16 Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI) (2020) China’s top regulators announce they will exclude fossil fuels from their green bonds taxono-
my. It’s a major development!
17 CFTC (2020) Managing Climate Risk in the U.S. Financial System.
18 UN SSE (2018) How securities regulators can support the Sustainable Development Goals.
19 World Federation of Exchanges and UN Conference on Trade and Development (2017) The Role of Stock Exchanges in Fostering 
Economic Growth and Sustainable Development.

2.2 The role of exchanges in promoting sustainable development

Stock exchanges are seen as particularly important enablers of change inasmuch as they are key market 
infrastructures sitting between listed companies and investors and actively engaged with securities market 
regulators. A 2017 WFE and UNCTAD report19 identified several areas where stock exchanges can play a role in 
promoting sustainable development (box 2.2), including promoting ESG disclosure by listed entities and promoting 
sustainable finance products.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/international-platform-sustainable-finance_en
https://www.mas.gov.sg/development/sustainable-finance
https://www.mas.gov.sg/publications/consultations/2020/consultation-paper-on-proposed-guidelines-on-environmental-risk-management-for-asset-managers
https://www.climatebonds.net/2020/06/chinas-top-regulators-announce-they-will-exclude-fossil-fuels-their-green-bonds-taxonomy-it
https://www.climatebonds.net/2020/06/chinas-top-regulators-announce-they-will-exclude-fossil-fuels-their-green-bonds-taxonomy-it
https://www.cftc.gov/About/AdvisoryCommittees/MRAC
https://sseinitiative.org/publication/how-securities-regulators-can-support-the-sustainable-development-goals-a-sharing-of-experiences/
https://sseinitiative.org/publication/the-role-of-stock-exchanges-in-fostering-economic-growth-and-sustainable-development/
https://sseinitiative.org/publication/the-role-of-stock-exchanges-in-fostering-economic-growth-and-sustainable-development/
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b. Exchanges around the world are increasingly focused on improving SME access to finance, as 
evidenced by the dramatic growth in the number of dedicated SME markets.

c. A number of exchanges offer sustainability-themed products and services, from ESG-themed indices 
and funds to green bonds. These assist in promoting companies that better manage ESG issues and 
mobilising funds towards addressing sustainability challenges. 

2) Promoting good governance in business practices: 

a. Many exchanges are promoting greater ESG disclosure among listed companies via voluntary guidance, 
listing rules, and training activities. 

b. SME development is about more than access to finance. Some stock exchanges have introduced 
programmes to help SMEs to develop their management capacity, strengthen their governance 
structures and innovate and grow.

Until 2020, little work had been done to understand the role of derivatives exchanges in supporting the sustainability 
transition (for one of the few exceptions to this, see the WFE whitepaper). However, during the course of 2020 
both the CFTC (box 2.1) and the Futures Industry Association (FIA) have acknowledged the role of derivatives 
markets, specifically in addressing climate change and associated risks.21 This document looks to build on that 
work by exploring the opportunities for derivatives exchanges in more detail.22 More specifically, this document 
considers:

 ■ What derivatives exchanges do, how they operate and the actors involved (section 2.3);

 ■ Some of the ways in which derivatives markets are already engaging with sustainability issues (section 
3); and 

 ■ How these markets might evolve, given sustainability imperatives (section 4).

This work is aimed at both policymakers and derivatives market operators who are interested in understanding the 
role that derivatives exchanges (and exchange groups) can play in supporting the sustainability transition. While 
there are many actors in the exchange ecosystem (figure 2.3) that enable the exchange to perform this function 
and who may independently take measures to support greater sustainability, this paper focuses specifically on 
the role of the exchange.

2.3 Background: what are derivatives and derivatives markets?

To appreciate where derivatives fit into the broader sustainable finance landscape, it is necessary to understand 
how derivatives markets work and what derivatives products do.23 A derivative is a financial instrument that derives 
its value from some underlying product/asset (figure 2.1). The underlying can be anything from an individual equity 
to an index or a currency, to physical assets such as a metal or an agricultural product. Depending on the nature 
of the underlying, the buyer may take delivery of the underlying asset although it is also possible to ‘cash-settle’ 
derivatives against a reference price. Derivatives that are traded on an exchange generally take the form of either 
a future or an option. A future creates an obligation to buy or sell the underlying at the agreed price at a specified 
future date. An option gives the buyer the right to buy the underlying as specified but does not create an obligation. 
(The seller of an option is obliged to perform in terms of the contract if the buyer chooses to exercise the option.)  

21 FIA (2020) How Derivatives Markets are Helping the World Fight Climate Change.
22 The CME, the Chair of the SSE Advisory Group on Derivatives Exchanges, is also a member of the CFTC Climate-related Market 
Risk Subcommittee and a member of the FIA.
23 It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive overview of derivatives markets. For more information about 
derivatives markets and how they work, see for example Heckinger, R., Mengle, D., Steigerwald, R., Ruffini, I. and Wells, K., (2013) 
Understanding Derivatives: Markets and Infrastructure; Hull, J.C. (2003) Options futures and other derivatives. Pearson Education 
India. Boyle, P. and McDougall, J., (2018) Trading and pricing financial derivatives: A guide to futures, options, and swaps. Walter 
de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG.

https://www.fia.org/sites/default/files/2020-09/FIA_WP_Sustainable_Finance.pdf
https://www.chicagofed.org/publications/understanding-derivatives/index
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Categories of exchange-traded derivativesFigure 2.1

Derivatives

Futures Options

Currencies
Interest

Rates/BondsEquities

Individual 
Equities

Equity
Indices

Commodities

Agricultural
Products

Metals

Energy

Other

Weather

CO2  Emissions

Freight

Source: UNCTAD

Note: Each major product category can be divided into subcategories, e.g. energy could be divided into renewable and non-renewable. 

This list is indicative and is not intended to be comprehensive.

Derivatives on all sorts of underlying assets are bought and sold daily on derivatives exchanges. The instrument 
that is traded is called a contract and it is through the process of trading that the parties agree the price for the 
underlying asset. The contract specifies the key attributes of the instrument, namely:

 ■ The underlying asset (including so-called quality attributes, if relevant);

 ■ The quantity of the asset;

 ■ The delivery location or settlement mechanism; and 

 ■ The delivery date..24

Derivatives serve several purposes, including: 

 ■ Price risk hedging: They enable entities that are exposed to price movements in the underlying asset 
(regardless of the type of asset) to hedge against the risk of that price movement. Thus, for example, 
a wheat farmer can protect against the risk that the price of wheat may fall between the time that the 
wheat is planted and the time that it is ready to sell by using derivatives to lock-in a future price for the 
wheat (section 2.4); 

 ■ Price transparency and price discovery: By virtue of being traded through markets (whether over-
the-counter (OTC) or on-exchange) and being forward-looking, derivatives provide additional price 
information and insights that are not always as easily available in the underlying market. In more liquid 
markets, price discovery may happen in the derivative with price convergence happening when the 
contract is settled; and

 ■ Investment management: They provide investment managers with cost-effective means of gaining 
exposure to the financial performance of an asset or set of assets. Rather than incurring the costs of 
buying the underlying assets, the asset manager can replicate the financial performance of the underlying 
through the use of derivatives.

2.4 Commodity trading, derivatives and the real economy

As a consequence of globalization and specialization, many commodities now form part of global supply chains 
where the raw commodity is grown/extracted in one place, shipped to another for refining/processing and shipped 

24  CME Group. Learn About Contract Specifications. Other contract attributes may include currency, contract size and relevant 
clearing organisation. 

https://www.cmegroup.com/education/courses/introduction-to-futures/learn-about-contract-specifications.html
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Example of a commodity supply chain with price risk hedgingFigure 2.2

Derivatives
Exchanges

Banks, Institutional  
Investors, and Hedge Funds

Producers Traders Manufacturers Retailers Consumers

Investment / 
Speculation

somewhere else to be consumed (figure 2.2). While this globalisation of supply chains has the potential to create 
enormous benefits for both producers and consumers, it also introduces additional complexity and risk. Various 
entities in the supply chain face the risk that prices will move in a way that negatively impacts their returns. There 
are a wide range of factors that may impact the available supply of or demand for commodities. Examples include 
(to name just a few) changes in technology, changes in government policy, and adverse weather events.25 

The ability to manage the price risk (to ‘hedge’ it) through the use of standardised, liquid derivatives contracts 
is one of the factors that enables these underlying markets to function. These price risk hedging tools and the 
price information they provide, support the operation of the underlying markets. 

Source: UNCTAD, based on work by the Banking Environment Initiative convened by the Cambridge University Institute for 
Sustainability Leadership

The link to the real economy is maintained through the ability of many derivatives contracts (particularly in 
commodities markets) to be physically settled (i.e. to take delivery of the actual commodity). While it happens 
infrequently, buyers have the option to take delivery of the product specified in the contracts that they have 
bought. This ability to take delivery ensures ongoing convergence between the derivatives and the underlying 
market. Where products are cash settled only, the link to the underlying market may be maintained through 
incorporation of a credible spot market reference price in the settlement price.26

2.5 Benefits of derivatives exchanges and how they work

Derivatives can be bought and sold OTC, but there are several advantages of trading via exchanges:

 ■ The products that are traded are standardised. This means they are potentially more liquid and 
consequently more cost-effective than their OTC counterparts;

 ■ Trade information (prices and volumes) is transparent, providing users with an indication of what the 
market is doing;

 ■ Exchange trading is subject to regulatory rules and oversight that contribute to a more secure trading 
environment; and

 ■ All exchange-traded derivatives are cleared via a central counterparty (CCP) – this limits the counterparty 
risk that participants are exposed to, thereby also reducing systemic risk. 

25  Futures Fundamentals - Derivatives Made Simple. This online resource provides a very basic overview of derivatives markets and 
how they operate. 
26 See, for example, the New Zealand Exchange’s Dairy Futures and Options, which are used to manage price risk and are cash 
settled.

https://www.futuresfundamentals.org/
https://www.nzx.com/markets/nzx-dairy-derivatives/market-education
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Participants in the derivatives exchange ecosystem28Figure 2.3

While derivatives exchanges sit at the centre of the exchange-traded market, they form part of a broader 
ecosystem. In addition to the investors, speculators and the hedgers (the end-users) there are several other 
participants that are required for the market to function, namely the CCP, the brokers, and the clearing members. 
In the case of commodity markets, warehouse operators are also a core part of the market functioning. Other very 
important players are price reporting agencies (PRAs - specific to commodity markets)27 and index operators, 
who provide reference prices for the underlying market, independent software vendors (ISVs), who develop 
the software that enables trading and clearing, and data providers who ensure information dissemination and 
provide additional analytics (figure 2.3).

Figure 1.2: Participants in the derivatives exchange ecosystem
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Given the number of participants involved in the operation of the market, and the terms that need to be considered 
in the creation of a contract, the exchange cannot unilaterally list a new contract or amend the specifications of 
existing contracts. Typically, a contract must focus on a widely relevant (and widely followed) indicator, in such 
a way that it can form a basis for interaction between hedgers and a range of other users. To achieve this, an 
exchange will not only specify the underlying asset (including criteria such as quality and delivery point) but also 
standardise certain economic terms (notably, how much to deliver and when). This makes the contract targeted 
enough for end users, while simultaneously supporting liquidity by making the contract readily tradable. More 
specifically, for an exchange to consider launching a new tradeable product:

 ■ Balance between standardisation and specificity: It must be possible to create a contract that is sufficiently 
standardised to be liquid, yet sufficiently specific to hedge the risk that the user is exposed to;  

 ■ Clear standards. The underlying asset and the relevant quality attributes need to be clearly defined and 
identifiable. This means that there needs to be a set of clear and agreed standards or specifications that can 
be incorporated either directly or by reference into the contract; 

 ■ Verification. There must be a way of verifying that these standards are being adhered to; 

27 Johnson (2018). The Price Reporters. London: Routledge. 
28 Some of these entities  are specific to commodity derivatives exchanges. Note also that this figure is not intended to show all 
participants involved in derivatives markets but to provide an indication of which participants would typically be involved and/or 
consulted in the introduction of a new product or amendment of an existing product.

Source: UNCTAD

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/price-reporters-owain-johnson/10.4324/9781315194271
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The fossil-fuel challengeBox 3.1
Meeting the Paris Agreement target of keeping global warming to “well-below 2oC” would require achieving 
net zero emissions globally by around 2050.32 As phasing out of fossil fuels is integral to achieving this net-zero 
target, governments can be expected to increasingly implement policies to support the required transition away 
from fossil fuels (what the PRI refers to as the “inevitable policy response”).33 The International Energy Agency’s 
sustainable development scenario forecasts a significant shift in capital spending away from fossil fuels to 
renewables and other low-carbon sources during the period 2019 to 2050.34 Fossil-fuel related trading revenue 
therefore can be expected to come under increasing downward pressure.

Source: UNCTAD

 ■ Reference price. Generally, there must be a mechanism for determining a reference price for the underlying 
(for example, a credible spot market, an index or a PRA). It is also possible with physically settled contracts 
that the contract itself determines the reference price, but this requires significant liquidity, making contracts 
like these more challenging to launch successfully; and 

 ■ Stakeholder support. The product needs to be supported by relevant stakeholders in the ecosystem beyond 
just the exchange. Thus, for example, entities that are responsible for delivering into the contract must be 
in a position to meet the contract requirements and there must be clearing members who are prepared to 
clear the product at a reasonable cost.

Derivatives are widely-used around the world. Nearly 35 billion futures and options contracts were traded on 
derivatives exchanges around the world in 2019.29 Ultimately, derivatives products (with their risk management 
and price discovery functions) and the exchanges that facilitate their trading play a critical role in supporting the 
functioning of the underlying markets.

3. EXISTING SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED 
PRODUCTS AND INITIATIVES
The sustainability transition presents derivatives exchanges with both opportunities and challenges. A primary 
challenge for exchanges where fossil-fuel energy contracts account for a large proportion of traded activity is that 
fossil fuels are expected to be significantly phased out over the coming decades (box 3.1). On the positive side, 
the transition also presents opportunities for all derivatives exchanges, including those specialising in financial 
derivatives, to work with the participants in their ecosystem to offer products and services that are aligned with a 
sustainable development scenario.30 A number of exchanges are already doing this and as the CFTC notes in its 
report on climate risk, “(t)he need for new products likely will grow.”31 Some of this activity is linked to emergent 
market demand, some a response to regulatory or policy developments and some an attempt to proactively 
address sustainability issues. This section explores some specific illustrative examples across all of these.  

29  Data extracted from the WFE’s statistics portal. 
30 For a more extensive discussion of the opportunities to link OTC-derivatives and sustainability, see Lannoo and Thomadakis 
(2020) Derivatives in Sustainable Finance and Box 3.1 in this report.
31 CFTC (2020) Managing Climate Risk in the U.S. Financial System pg 111.
32 nternational Energy Agency (IEA) (2019) World Energy Outlook.
33 PRI (2019) The Inevitable Policy Response.
34 IEA (2019) World Energy Outlook.
35 ASX (2020) Website webpage on Index Derivatives.
36  Kjellberg, Pradhan, and Kuh (2018) An Evolution in ESG Indexing. 

3.1 ESG index derivatives

Index derivatives provide investors with a cost-effective mechanism of gaining exposure to the underlying index. 
These products are used by institutional investors to hedge the risks of price movements in their equity portfolios, 
to structure investment product offerings or to speculate on price moves of the index.35 ESG index derivatives 
perform the same hedging or investment functions but are specifically targeted at investors that have an ESG 
investment mandate or preference. The primary difference between an ‘ordinary’ and an ESG index derivative is 
the underlying index that the derivative references. 

The first ESG index (the Domini 400 Social Index) was created in 1990.36 Since then, enabled by increases in 
data availability, technological advancements, and increasing investor demand, the number of ESG indices has 

https://statistics.world-exchanges.org/Account/Login
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.ceps.eu/ceps-publications/derivatives-in-sustainable-finance/&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1616023020647000&usg=AOvVaw2K-kjtxe6yEG1IRGwCFFNH
https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/9-9-20%20Report%20of%20the%20Subcommittee%20on%20Climate-Related%20Market%20Risk%20-%20Managing%20Climate%20Risk%20in%20the%20U.S.%20Financial%20System%20for%20posting.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2019
https://www.unpri.org/download?ac=9833
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2019
https://www2.asx.com.au/markets/trade-our-derivatives-market/overview/equity-derivatives/index-derivatives
https://www.ishares.com/us/literature/whitepaper/an-evolution-in-esg-indexing.pdf
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ESG indices explainedBox 3.2
There is no uniform definition of what constitutes an ESG index. At its broadest, an ESG index is an index of 
listed companies that have been evaluated for their performance against a range of environmental, social and 
governance criteria. Some ESG indices exclude companies in certain sectors, for example tobacco or oil and 
gas (so-called negative screening); others will evaluate the ESG performance of companies in an existing index 
benchmark and adjust the index to take account of this assessment (best-in-class); others may construct an 
index to focus on specific ESG issues such as addressing climate change or promoting female leadership39 

(thematic).

Even within best-in-class or benchmark indices there is variation in what ESG factors are considered and what 
weight is given to those.40 Thus, even when dealing with the same set of underlying companies, different indices 
may have different companies included in the index or assign different weightings to the companies that are 
included. This is essentially attributable to different perspectives on which ESG factors are most relevant in 
combination with other index construction elements (such as the desire to align quite closely with a particular 
benchmark).

Source: UNCTAD

Examples of listed ESG index derivativesBox 3.3
The OMXS30 ESG Futures are futures based on an ESG-screened version of the benchmark OMX Stockholm 
30 Index. Companies that derive more than a certain proportion of their revenues from defined activities (e.g. 
alcohol, tobacco, fossil fuels, pornography) are excluded from the index. The  ESG screening is done by a third 
party ESG provider. 

The MSCI World ESG Screened Index Futures listed on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) are based on the 
MSCI World Index as adjusted to exclude companies that are associated with weapons and tobacco, that 
derive revenues from thermal coal and oil sands extraction and that are not compliant with the United Nations 
Global Compact principles. This allows investors to gain broad ESG exposure while still largely tracking the 
benchmark index.

The EURO STOXX®50 Low Carbon Futures products were developed in consultation with market participants 
in response to anticipated EU regulation aimed at reducing CO2 emissions. According to the exchange (Eurex) 
insurance companies were particularly interested in the product and the exchange expects asset manager and 
pension fund interest to grow over time. The underlying index is the EURO STOXX 50 index adjusted for the 
carbon intensity of the constituent companies. 

grown to over one thousand (box 3.2).37 These indices cover companies in markets around the world and use 
a variety of ESG approaches, from negative screening to best-in-class ESG performance to thematic investing. 
Starting in 2018, several exchanges (such as Cboe, CME, Euronext, ICE and Nasdaq) have responded to 
investor demand for ESG-adjusted index products by launching futures and options on these indices (box 3.3).38  

As the relevant product set expands to include more geographies, indices and ESG preferences, users will have 
greater ability to manage their portfolio risks and exposures. This enables the creation of tailored ESG investment 
products and more overall investment into ESG-aligned companies.

37  Kjellberg, Pradhan, and Kuh (2018) An Evolution in ESG Indexing. 
38 See Eurex Exchange, ‘ESG Derivatives’; CME Group, ‘E-Mini S&P 500 ESG Futures’ for more information about these products, 
their purpose and how they function.
39 See, for example, the MSCI Japan Empowering Women Index which incorporates gender diversity elements into its index com-
position.
40 Moreolo (2019) The Origin of ESG Indices.

These types of products are also relatively easy for derivatives exchanges to introduce (assuming user demand). 
Index derivatives are well-established and widely-used in many markets and several exchanges already have 
ESG indices on the companies listed in their market.41 The index provider (possibly the exchange or a third 
party index provider such as Dow Jones, FTSE Russell, MSCI or Standard and Poor’s) is responsible for the 
index construction and the ongoing index valuation. This provides the necessary reference standard and price 
information required to create the derivatives contract (the traded instrument). The contract specifications will 
stipulate the relevant underlying index. The exchange can also partner with an ESG ratings agency to create a 
bespoke variation on an index and associated investment product.

https://www.ishares.com/us/literature/whitepaper/an-evolution-in-esg-indexing.pdf
https://www.ipe.com/the-origin-of-esg-indices/10031442.article
https://www.ipe.com/the-origin-of-esg-indices/10031442.article
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The S&P500 ESG Index Options offered by Cboe and E-mini S&P500 ESG Futures offered by CME are based 
on the S&P500 ESG Index, adjusted to exclude certain companies (similar to the MSCI index above) with 
the remaining companies included by industry according to their ESG performance and the worst-performing 
companies excluded from the index. This product allows investors to retain exposure to performance of the 
S&P 500  index while screening out poor ESG-performers.

The Euronext Eurozone ESG Large 80 Index Futures were developed in partnership with Vigeo Eiris (an 
affiliate of Moody’s) and with input from market participants. The objective was to establish a Eurozone ESG 
benchmark with ESG exclusions and a specific focus on the energy transition, that provides investors with a 
tool to implement ESG investment strategies but also to provide feedback to corporates about their energy 
transition performance. Euronext has appointed dedicated market makers, incentivised through a revenue 
sharing model,  to provide contract liquidity.

Source: UNCTAD

Index derivatives create a supportive environment for greater ESG investment by:

 ■ Providing transparency around the performance of the ESG index relative to the benchmark; 

 ■ Providing more information about the level of demand for ESG-aligned products; and

 ■ Enhancing the ability of investment managers to provide ESG-aligned investment products.42

The activity in the market for ESG index derivatives is still relatively low. For example, as at end October 2020 
the average daily volume in the ESG variant of the STOXX EUROPE 600 futures contract was roughly 4% that 
of the benchmark contract. However in the 18 months since the launch of the ESG version of the contract, the 
total number of contracts traded has nearly doubled (from 440,000 in 2019 to over 850,000 in 2020).43  The 
expectation is that the market will continue to grow, driven by regulatory pressures and growing demand in the 
underlying market.44

3.2 Commodity derivatives

Derivatives exchanges have also explored the impact of sustainability imperatives on their commodity derivatives 
offerings. The specific sustainability drivers range from changes in market norms and expectations all the way to 
regulatory changes. Different exchanges have adopted different approaches including: 

 ■ Embedding sustainability requirements for producers participating in the traded market (e.g. CME, LME);

 ■ Introducing transparency elements that enable greater traceability (e.g. Bursa Malaysia);

 ■ Listing new products specifically aligned with sustainability objectives, such as those supporting the 
transition to a low-carbon economy (e.g. CME, ICE, EEX); 

 ■ Listing new products that support a transition to less polluting fuels (e.g. CME, ICE); and

 ■ Listing new products that enable better risk management of climate-related events (e.g. CME, EEX). 

Examples of these approaches are discussed in more detail below.

3.2.1 Introducing sustainability requirements for producers

London Metal Exchange (LME) is one of the largest derivatives trading venues for industrial metals. Products 
available for trading include derivatives on steel rebar, copper, aluminium, lead, nickel and cobalt. As with many 
of the world’s major commodity derivatives markets, the link to the real economy is maintained through the ability 
to take physical delivery of the traded product.45 Therefore, in addition to overseeing the trading and clearing 
aspects of the market, the exchange also takes responsibility for aspects of the underlying market such as 
approving warehouse and storage facilities. The exchange also specifies the requirements for producers and the 
brands (product) they wish to deliver into the contract for physical settlement. 

Until recently, brand approval was dependent on the producer meeting certain capacity requirements and the 

42 In a webinar held on 29 April 2020,  Magnus Linder, Head of Derivatives, Swedbank Robur claimed that they had pushed deriv-
atives exchanges such as Eurex and ICE to list ESG index derivatives after his firm had determined that all investments should be 
ESG-aligned.
43 See Eurex monthly statistics for underlying data.
44 Eurex and Bloomberg Media Group (2019) The Changing Shape of Derivatives Markets.
45 As noted in Section 1 of this report, the link to the real economy can be maintained either through the ability to take physical 
delivery of the traded product or through incorporation of a credible spot price in the settlement price in the case of cash settled 
contracts.

https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/14001/392984/esg-in-derivatives-the-quest-for-the-right-methodology
https://www.eurex.com/ex-en/data/statistics/monthly-statistics
https://www.eurexchange.com/resource/blob/1680460/2aa48304dc6662065a81e880e720bd9d/data/A_Deep_dive_into_ESG.pdf
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brand meeting the required metallurgical standards. At the end of 2019 LME expanded the requirements to 
include “responsible sourcing” elements. In explaining the decision, LME says it was the result of a combination 
of ethical, commercial and leadership imperatives. More specifically the exchange states that it “cannot accept 
a situation where consumers are required to take delivery of metal which is not responsibly sourced”46 and that 
concerns about sourcing practices could result in LME metals trading at a discount. Through the introduction 
of these responsible sourcing requirements, LME has essentially embedded responsible sourcing as a quality 
requirement in the contracts that are traded on its market and ensured that responsibly sourced metals (or at 
least metals sourced by producers adhering to certain standards and reporting on those) become the benchmark 
for the metals traded in its market.

The LME’s introduction of responsible sourcing requirements, with its focus on transparency and disclosure, is 
analogous to stock exchanges requiring their listed companies to disclose ESG information. However, it goes 
further inasmuch as the LME also links meeting these requirements to the ability to participate in the market. 

The LME’s decision follows the example of the LBMA (London Bullion Market Association,  the industry association 
representing the OTC market for precious metals) which introduced responsible sourcing requirements for gold 
in 2012. All gold refiners wishing to be included on the LBMA’s “good delivery” list were required to demonstrate 
audited compliance with the LBMA’s Responsible Gold Guidance.47 In 2015 COMEX (part of the CME Group) 
amended its rules for producers delivering into its gold derivatives contracts to specify that they had to comply 
with the LBMA Responsible Gold Guidance. These types of initiatives can potentially have significant sustainability 
impacts on the underlying metals market.

3.2.2 Promoting greater traceability

Transparency and traceability are important components of a move to greater sustainability in supply chains, and 
are essential elements within sustainable commodity certification schemes such as the Malaysian Sustainable 
Palm Oil (MSPO), the Marine Stewardship Council and the Forest Stewardship Council initiatives. The MSPO 
Certification Scheme is the national scheme in Malaysia for oil palm plantations, independent and organised 
smallholdings, and palm oil processing facilities to be certified against the requirements of the MSPO Standards.48 

In 2018, as a first phase in moving towards having delivery of certified sustainable crude palm oil (CPO) via the 
exchange, Bursa Malaysia introduced a traceability requirement for the benchmark Crude Palm Oil Futures 
(FCPO) contract where sellers of the futures contract are required to submit a traceability document when they 
deliver CPO to the exchange-approved Port Tank Installation50 (PTI). The traceability document49 requires the 
following information to be provided: (i) Name of the Parent Company of the Seller; (ii) Mill Party; (iii) Mill Address; 
(iv) Mill Coordinates: Latitude and Longitude and (v) Quantity of CPO received in Metric Tonnes. The PTI is 
responsible for confirming that the traceability documents are submitted and that the quality of CPO delivered 
meets the requirements stipulated by the exchange. The introduction of the traceability document provides 
greater transparency into the supply chain, particularly while nationwide MSPO certification is still underway.51 

According to the exchange, as of 12 October 2020, 425 out of 452 (or approximately 94%) of mills have been 
MSPO certified by the Malaysian Palm Oil Certification Council (MPOCC).

3.3 Other derivatives

3.3.1 Supporting carbon emissions markets and lower-carbon energy markets

Meeting the objectives of the Paris Agreement (thereby avoiding the worst impacts of climate change) requires 
significant reductions in carbon emissions enabled at least partly by a rapid move away from carbon-intense 
energy sources (fossil fuels). Even prior to the Paris Agreement, several jurisdictions had introduced regulatory 
mandates underpinned by market-based trading mechanisms aimed at supporting the achievement of these 
outcomes. The existence of regulated, underlying markets makes it relatively straightforward for exchanges to 
offer derivatives on the underlying as the product is clearly defined and well-understood by the target users. As 
a result, exchanges such as CME and ICE have fairly extensive derivatives offerings linked to existing carbon 
and renewable energy markets (discussed in more detail below). While trading in these derivatives does not 

46 Overview of LME Responsible Sourcing at pg 4.
47 LBMA (2020) Responsible Gold Guidance.
48 As noted later in the document, for some commodities there is more than one applicable sustainability standard with attendant 
differences in relevant sustainability attributes. See Efeca (2016) Comparison of the ISPO, MSPO and RSPO Standards for an over-
view of key differences between the main palm oil standards.
49 Bursa Malaysia (2018) Crude Palm Oil Futures (FCPO) Revamp Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).
50 A PTI is a facility where palm oil is stored until it is collected by the buyer.
51 Traceability can be understood as: “The ability to identify and trace the history, distribution, location and application of products, 
parts and materials, to ensure the reliability of sustainability claims, in the areas of human rights, labour (including health and safety), 
the environment and anti-corruption.” -  BSR and United Nations Global Compact (2014) A Guide to Traceability: A Practical Ap-
proach to Advance Sustainability in Global Supply Chains.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.lme.com/-/media/Files/About/Responsibility/Responsible-Sourcing/issued/Overview-of-LME-responsible-sourcing-2.pdf?la%3Den-GB&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1616023437642000&usg=AOvVaw1W1ynaShrz0xwszEPTpVUx
https://www.lbma.org.uk/assets/downloads/responsible%20sourcing/RGGV820181211.pdf
http://www.efeca.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Efeca_PO-Standards-Comparison-.pdf
http://www.efeca.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Efeca_PO-Standards-Comparison-.pdf
https://www.bursamalaysia.com/sites/5bb54be15f36ca0af339077a/assets/5bb57ddd5f36ca0c341f0434/FCPO_Revamp_FAQs_Feb2018.pdf
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/791
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/791
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Overview of global emissions trading schemes for greenhouse  
gas emissionsFigure 3.1

directly drive emissions reduction, by giving users of the underlying market more effective price risk hedging 
mechanisms and in some instances, providing price signals, they support the functioning of the market overall.

Carbon emissions trading 
Emissions Trading Schemes (ETS - sometimes referred to as cap-and-trade schemes) are a market-based 
mechanism aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Under an ETS structure, an upper limit is set on 
allowable emissions and scheme participants are given certain emissions allowances. Participants that are more 
effective at reducing their emissions can sell their allowances to those participants for whom reducing emissions 
is more costly. In theory this achieves the overall emissions reduction target (the “cap”) while allowing market 
participants to determine the most cost effective way of doing so.

Both the Paris Agreement and its predecessor, the Kyoto Protocol provide for the international trading of 
emissions allowances or emissions reductions as a mechanism to support the achievement of emissions 
reduction targets. While the structure of an international carbon market under the Paris Agreement is yet to be 
agreed, the number of emissions trading schemes around the world is increasing (figure 3.1) with national or 
subnational ETS established, or in the process of being established, in Canada, China, the European Union, 
Japan, New Zealand, South Korea, Switzerland and the United States.52 Carbon markets were given a further 
boost with the September 2020 launch of the Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets.53 
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Several exchanges, such as CME and ICE, offer trading in a range of futures and options based on European 
Union allowances, and Certified Emissions Reductions associated with the European Union ETS.54 Both 
exchanges also offer derivatives on allowances issued under the US-based Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 
ETS and the California Cap and Trade program.55 In New Zealand, a joint initiative of the New Zealand Exchange 
(NZX) and the European Energy Exchange (EEX) was selected to develop and operate a newly introduced 
auction service for New Zealand’s Emissions Trading Scheme.56 Meanwhile, in South Africa the JSE has for 
several years been exploring the introduction of a carbon offset trading platform.57

52 European Commission, International Carbon Market.
53 Taskforce on scaling voluntary carbon markets, 2020.
54 ICE Energy - Environmental;  CME Group Environmental Products.
55 ICE Energy - Environmental;  CME Group Environmental Products.
56 EEX (2020) NZX / EEX partnership selected to provide emissions auctions for NZ Government and New Zealand Ministry for the 
Environment (2020) Auctioning in the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme.
57 South African Builder (2015) Carbon offset trading infrastructure now in place at JSE.

https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/markets_en
https://www.iif.com/tsvcm
https://www.theice.com/energy/environmental
https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/energy/emissions/?redirect=/trading/energy/environmental.html
https://www.theice.com/energy/environmental
https://www.cmegroup.com/trading/energy/emissions/?redirect=/trading/energy/environmental.html
https://www.eex.com/en/newsroom/detail?tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5D=602&cHash=9894b403e573295fea9aae2daf2474cd
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/reforming-nzets-auctioning
http://promethium.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/SABuilderMRACH2015.pdf
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Renewable energy 
A core component of the drive towards decarbonisation is reduction in the carbon intensity of existing energy 
sources with an ultimate transition towards entirely renewable energy sources. In the US, the Renewable Fuel 
Standard aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by requiring diesel or gasoline refiners or importers to 
replace or reduce their transportation fuel, heating oil or jet fuel with a specified amount of renewable fuel.58 

Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) are tradable credits that are used to track compliance with the Fuel 
Standard.59 ICE offers futures and options on the variety of RINs recognised under the fuel standard as a tool 
for managing price volatility. 

Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are similar to RINs but for electricity markets. Many US states have 
introduced regulatory requirements for utilities to derive a larger proportion of their energy from renewable 
sources. RECs are a mechanism for demonstrating compliance with these requirements. Both ICE and Nodal 
exchanges offer futures and options on RECs for several US states’ renewable energy programmes. 

In Europe, EEX has identified that the removal of renewable energy subsidies in many EU markets gives rise to 
a need among renewable energy producers to have access to financial products that enable them to manage 
their price risk. To support this, EEX is educating producers about how current products can be used to address 
their needs while also adjusting existing products (e.g. through enabling longer term hedging) and considering 
the introduction of new products.60  

3.3.2 Supporting less polluting fuels and more sustainable metals

With effect from January 2020, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) specified that the upper limit on 
the sulphur content of fuel oil for ships would be reduced to 0.50% (from 3.50%). The purpose is to reduce the 
emissions of sulphur dioxide from shipping thereby lessening harmful environmental impacts associated with 
SO2 emissions. Both CME and ICE responded to these regulatory changes by launching a suite of cash-settled 
“IMO 2020-aligned” derivatives contracts to assist end-users in managing anticipated price volatility. 

In 2016, China introduced changes to its Environmental Protection Law which imposed stricter caps on 
environmental pollution. This increased demand for higher purity iron ore which is associated with lower 
emissions. The Singapore Exchange introduced 65% iron ore contracts at end 2018 to support effective price 
risk management associated with this shift in demand.61

3.3.3 Providing risk mitigation instruments for climate change adaptation

Climate change is already affecting average temperatures in locations around the world and this is likely to 
become more severe over time. Weather derivatives can provide a risk hedging mechanism for industries 
exposed to associated weather related fluctuations such as amount of rainfall (droughts, flooding), and extreme 
weather events. Indeed, trends in weather markets follow climate model predictions fairly closely, suggesting 
that weather derivatives are already serving as an economic adaptation (not mitigation) mechanism.62 

CME listed its first weather derivatives products over two decades ago. The purpose of these products is to 
provide users with a means of managing price risk associated with changes in weather (specifically, average 
temperatures). The products that are traded on CME are based on indices that track the extent to which the 
average temperature in a specified area drops above or below a predefined temperature. The reference index is 
determined and calculated by an external party. Eurex Exchange launched hurricane futures in 2009 as a form 
of exchange-traded hurricane insurance product (though these were delisted in 2014 due to low liquidity).63  

3.4 Data products and increased information availability

In addition to providing products for trading, many exchanges also have dedicated data offerings. Leveraging 
this capability, some are already providing sustainability-aligned data products and services.  ICE, for example, 
has launched several sustainability data products, some of which are tied to the derivatives markets which ICE 
operates, while others are linked to equity and bond markets. For example, in January 2020 ICE announced 
that it would be partnering with BofA Global Research to provide subscribers with ESG data points for listed 
companies. This builds on the existing company data (so-called ‘reference data’) that ICE provides. In April, ICE 
announced that it was partnering with risQ to create ICE Climate Risk — an offering that provides climate risk 

58 EPA Renewable Fuel Standard Program.
59 McKinsey Energy Insights RIN.
60 Ciancibello (2020) Renewable Energy Price Risk Management at the Energy Exchange.
61 Theo (2020) Liquidity spikes for SGX 65% Fe iron ore contract.
62 Schlenker. and Taylor  (2019) Market Expectations About Climate Change. NBER Working Paper No. 25554. 
63 See Bouriaux and Tomas (2014) “Why Do Insurance-Linked Exchange-Traded Derivatives Fail?” for a discussion of some of the 
challenges of products listed at the time and suggestions as to how to address these.

https://www.epa.gov/renewable-fuel-standard-program/overview-renewable-fuel-standard#compliance
https://www.mckinseyenergyinsights.com/resources/refinery-reference-desk/rin/
https://www.eex.com/fileadmin/EEX/Markets/Power_Derivates_Market/190612-eex-price-risk-management-data_01.pdf
https://www.eex.com/fileadmin/EEX/Markets/Power_Derivates_Market/190612-eex-price-risk-management-data_01.pdf
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w25554/w25554.pdf
https://ideas.repec.org/a/wri/journl/v37y2014i1p32-58.html
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data and analytics for the municipal bond market. At the same time ICE launched a Global Carbon Futures Index 
made up of price data from EU and US carbon markets that it operates. This is in addition to market-specific 
carbon indices that ICE has also launched on each of the underlying markets. 

In the interests of promoting greater awareness and transparency about sustainability, Hong Kong Exchanges 
and Clearing Limited (HKEX) established the HKEX Sustainable and Green Exchange (STAGE) in June 2020. 
This will serve as a data repository and information hub on sustainable and green finance investments in the 
region.64

While some of the offerings described above are not specific to derivatives exchanges they acknowledge the 
fact that many derivatives exchanges are part of larger exchange groupings that also encompass equity and 
debt markets. These types of data products and transparency initiatives support the underlying market through 
increasing the availability of relevant information. 

4. TAKING UP THE SUSTAINABILITY 
CHALLENGE 
The previous section set out the variety of ways in which derivatives exchanges are already engaging with the 
topic of sustainable development. This section builds on the examples set out earlier as well as lessons learned 
from the stock exchange experience to explore additional opportunities for derivatives exchanges to contribute 
to sustainable development. These cover the full spectrum from product innovation (including modification of 
existing products) to working with stakeholders to further expand the sustainable finance market.    

The specific activities that derivatives exchanges undertake, and are able to undertake, will depend on a range 
of factors such as an exchange’s own perception of relevant sustainability issues, the exchange’s relative size in 
a market, the integration of sustainability considerations into  the underlying market, and the regulatory drivers of 
change. Taken together these factors will determine an exchange’s sphere of influence and which opportunities 
it chooses to pursue. 

Driving behaviour change - sustainability-linked productsBox 4.1
The bespoke nature of the OTC derivatives market has allowed for the creation of customised products that are 
specifically linked to sustainability outcomes. For example, in August 2019 ING Bank launched what it claimed 
was the world’s first “sustainability improvement derivative” (SID).65 The sustainability component was built into 
an interest rate swap that SBN Offshore had purchased to hedge the interest rate risk of the construction of one 
of its “Floating Production Storage and Offloading facilities”. The credit spread of the swap worsens or improves 
depending on SBN Offshore’s ESG performance as measured by an independent ESG ratings firm. 

These types of products draw their inspiration from sustainability linked loans (SLL) and bonds (SLB). For 
SLLs the interest rate associated with the loan is tied to the ESG performance of the borrower/debt issuer. 
The first SLL was issued in 2017 (also by ING, to the electronics company Philips). Since this first issuance, 
the market has grown from $4.3 billion in 2017 to over $130 billion in 2019.66 In March 2019 the Loan Market 
Association, the Asia Pacific Loan Market Association and the Loan Syndicated and Trading Association issued 
the Sustainability Linked Loan Principles (SLLP) in an attempt to standardise the market. The SLLP specifies that  
“one of the aims of sustainability linked loans is to encourage ambitious, positive change through incentives”.67 

With SLBs a structural element of the bond (e.g. the coupon payment) is tied to the achievement or otherwise of 
certain predefined sustainability outcomes. In 2019, energy company Enel followed up several prior green bond 
issuances with the issuance of an SLB where the coupon was dependent on Enel reaching predefined installed 
renewable energy targets. Enel hedged the currency and interest rate risk with an “SDG-linked” cross-currency 
swap where the transaction cost was reduced due to the sustainability nature of the associated bond.68 It is 
expected that the launch in June 2020 by the International Capital Markets Association (ICMA) of the voluntary 
Sustainability-Linked Bond Principles69 will support the growth of this market.70

64 HKEX Stage.
65 ING (2020)  ING provides world’s first sustainability improvement derivative to SBM Offshore.
66 Financial Times (2020) Food businesses bank on sustainability-linked loan.
67 APLMA, LMA, LSTA (2019) Sustainability Linked Loan Principles.
68 EEOnline (2019) Enel launches the world’s first “general purpose SDG linked bond”, successfully placing a 1.5 billion U.S. dollar 
bond on the U.S. market.
69 ICMA (2020) Sustainability-linked Bond Principles.
70 BBVA (2020) How sustainability-linked bonds will breathe life into the market.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/stage/index.htm&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1616426978283000&usg=AOvVaw3R0TLtK_y6cDpLHI8TmDAb
https://www.ingwb.com/themes/sustainable-finance-articles/ing-provides-worlds-first-sustainability-improvement-derivative-to-sbm-offshore#:~:text=ING%20has%20introduced%20the%20world%27s,is%20linked%20to%20sustainability%20performance.&text=The%20credit%20spread%20of%20the,and%20governance%20(ESG)%20performance.
https://www.ft.com/content/d0c721fc-2eae-4501-b95b-1660c81b05ed
https://www.lsta.org/content/sustainability-linked-loan-principles-sllp/
https://electricenergyonline.com/article/energy/category/financial/51/787472/enel-launches-the-world-s-first-general-purpose-sdg-linked-bond-succesfully-placing-a-1-5-billion-u-s-dollar-bond-on-the-u-s-market-.html
https://electricenergyonline.com/article/energy/category/financial/51/787472/enel-launches-the-world-s-first-general-purpose-sdg-linked-bond-succesfully-placing-a-1-5-billion-u-s-dollar-bond-on-the-u-s-market-.html
https://www.icmagroup.org/assets/documents/Regulatory/Green-Bonds/June-2020/Sustainability-Linked-Bond-PrinciplesJune-2020-100620.pdf
https://www.bbva.com/en/how-sustainability-linked-bonds-will-breathe-life-into-the-market/
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4.1 Integrating sustainability into commodity derivatives markets

Commodity derivatives markets provide a direct link to the underlying market and therefore present a unique 
opportunity for supporting sustainable development. The products that are traded in these markets are both 
exposed to sustainability risks (such as climate change and biodiversity loss/destruction of ecosystem services) 
and contributors to such risks. The production of these commodities can be both a source of economic 
development as well as having negative environmental and social impacts. Operators of commodity derivatives 
markets have an opportunity to contribute to achievement of sustainable development  outcomes. There are a 
few opportunities in this regard. First, the exchange could set mandatory requirements that producers delivering 
product into the market have to meet, for example reporting requirements (section 4.1.1). The exchange could 
also consider embedding sustainability characteristics into the derivatives contract itself, for example requiring 
that the product delivered into the contract is certified as having met certain sustainability standards (section 
4.1.2). Each of these approaches has pros and cons which are discussed in more detail below.

4.1.1 Focusing on producer conduct and transparency (mandatory reporting)

One approach is to focus on the producer (or trader) that is allowed to deliver the commodity into the contract. In 
simple terms, the exchange could stipulate that only producers (traders) who are able to demonstrate commitment 
to certain sustainability principles and report how they are managing these are eligible to deliver product into the 
contracts that are traded. This does not guarantee the sustainability of the underlying product but sets certain 
expectations and provides greater transparency around how traders and producers operating in these markets 
conduct themselves. Variations on this include the incorporation by COMEX of the LBMA Responsible Gold 
Guidance into their producer requirements and the LME’s introduction of Responsible Sourcing Principles.

The LME acknowledges that the introduction of the Responsible Sourcing Principles sits on the border between 
following the market (what the exchange sees as its traditional role) and leading the market. The exchange 
points out that there were a specific set of circumstances that made it possible, if not necessary, to introduce 
the measures that they did: 

 ■ When it started the process the market was particularly receptive to such developments because the 
conflict mineral provisions of the United States Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act had already raised market users’ awareness of sustainability issues with sourcing of certain metals 
traded on the market; 

 ■ This awareness was further increased by an Amnesty International report highlighting controversial 
sourcing practices of one of the LME cobalt brands;71 

 ■ Around the same time the price of LME-traded cobalt deviated significantly from the underlying reference 
price; and 

 ■ The LME is a key market for metals trading which gives it a degree of market responsibility.

The above provides an indication of the confluence of factors that may be necessary to enable other markets 
to adopt a similar approach. Market stickiness (or limited ability to defect) could be an additional key factor. 
Derivatives markets tend to be highly concentrated with the benchmark contract typically being confined to a 
single exchange. However, the mere fact that the exchange is the primary venue for the trading of a particular 
derivative product does not mean that it will act without a clear legal or market imperative such as regulatory 
pressure, price divergence or clear market demand.

If an exchange were to consider the introduction of reporting requirements, another consideration would be the 
relevant reference standard. While there are some sustainability issues that are relevant across commodities 
(e.g. labour practices) others tend to be specific to certain commodities (e.g. deforestation and palm oil). Some 
producers/commodity traders are only active in a single commodity, while others (for example large traders such 
as Olam or Louis Dreyfus Company) will participate in a range of commodities (and potentially trade across multiple 
exchanges). The exchange would therefore want to specify a standard (or set of standards) that best caters for 
this difference while still ensuring meaningful transparency and demonstrated identification and management of 
sustainability issues. 

Where there is less of an immediate drive for change, and/or where there are large numbers of smaller producers 
that make it more challenging to introduce new requirements, the exchange may be less able to act. In these 
instances, exchanges could consider initiating conversations with participants in relevant markets about the core 
sustainability issues and options for supporting more sustainable production practices. 

71 Amnesty International (2016) ‘This is what we die for: Human rights abuses in the Democratic Republic of Congo power the 
global trade in cobalt’.

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr62/3183/2016/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr62/3183/2016/en/
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4.1.2 Embedding sustainability characteristics into the derivatives contract (certified products)

Another opportunity for exchanges, as highlighted in both the CFTC and FIA reports, is to “seek to incorporate 
sustainability and climate related elements into existing contracts”72 or introduce a new version of a contract that 
has sustainability elements. In addition to traditional quality requirements, the contract would also stipulate certain 
process and production methods (PPMs) aligned with relevant social and environmental requirements. Where 
the product is physically settled, this would specify that only product that met all of these requirements would be 
eligible for delivery into the contract (for example, a cocoa contract could specify that cocoa must be certified 
as complying with a recognised sustainability standard, such as Fairtrade or Rainforest Alliance).73 Exchanges 
could also introduce a cash-settled “sustainable” version of the benchmark product or embed sustainability 
characteristics into the core, cash-settled product.

Exchanges have highlighted certain challenges with including these types of quality attributes into commodity 
contracts. These are summarised in table 4.1, together with potential ways of addressing these.

Percieved Challenges Potential Solutions

Lack of consensus around standards. There may 
not be wide agreement as to what the relevant sus-
tainability characteristics are for a particular product/
commodity. While there are sustainability standards 
for a range of commodities such as sugar, cocoa, 
fish, palm oil, timber, rubber,75 etc., there is not 
necessarily consensus amongst users of a particular 
commodity about the relevant standard with which 
that product must comply.

In the case where there are competing standards, 
rather than the exchange specifying a single stan-
dard, it may be possible to indicate a range of 
acceptable industry standards and certification 
schemes.76 While providing greater latitude, this may 
also introduce additional complexity:

 ■ For warehouse operators and clearing 
members who would need to understand 
what constitutes proof of compliance across 
a range of standards; and 

 ■ For companies (users) who wish to make 
certification claims aligned with a particular 
standard. 

In the case where there is no standard, the exchange 
could potentially work with relevant standard setting 
bodies and other stakeholders to promote the devel-
opment of a standard. 

Challenge of verifying compliance with standards.  
The exchange would need to be able to verify that 
any product delivered is certified as adhering to the 
relevant sustainability standard and be prepared to take 
enforcement action in the event of non-compliance. 
Failure to do this exposes the exchange to allegations 
of ‘greenwashing’.

Compliance can be demonstrated through the 
delivery of acceptable evidence in line with the 
relevant compliance standard similar to the delivery 
of the traceability document in the Bursa Malaysia 
palm oil contract, or evidence of certification from an 
acceptable certification body such as the Round Table 
for Responsible Soy in the case of soybean contracts. 
The exchange would need to work with other actors in 
the ecosystem (such as warehouse operators and the 
clearing house) to establish a process for this.

Perceived challenges and potential solutions of introducing  
sustainability characteristics74Table 4.1

72 CFTC (2020) Managing Climate Risk in the U.S. Financial System at 112
73 Fairtrade sets social and environmental standards for companies as well as farmers and workers across multiple commodities. 
The Rainforest Alliance assesses farms and farm groups against a sustainable agriculture standard and companies against a chain 
of custody standard.
74 The LME Sustainability: Discussion Paper (2020) provides some practical examples of how the LME was thinking about some of 
these issues in relation to the possible introduction of a low carbon aluminium contract. Recent feedback on the LME’s proposal  
highlights a range of challenges with attempting to create a sustainable commodity contract including concern that an excess focus 
on low carbon excludes other sustainability issues and that “blending’ low carbon standards results in the bar being set too low: 
Sanderson (2020) LME’s ‘green aluminium’ plan faces producer opposition.
75 There have been intensive discussions among related stakeholder groups such as the Global Platform for Sustainable Natural 
Rubber (GPSNR) to set industry-wide sustainable standards aiming at mitigating environmental and social impacts associated with 
natural rubber production.
76 The LME has also proposed the introduction of a spot market for “low-carbon” aluminium. In the absence of clear standards/
criteria for “low carbon” this platform would operate as a voluntary market where participants would include information about the 
product (such as Aluminium Stewardship Initiative certification or recycled content) that they believe would allow them to make 
claims to “low carbon”. The LME has suggested an initial list of types of information to be provided but has indicated that this could 
be expanded. The addition of some form of evidence to support the claims is encouraged. LME Sustainability: Discussion Paper. 
(2020)

https://www.cftc.gov/About/AdvisoryCommittees/MRAC
https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/What-is-Fairtrade/What-Fairtrade-does/
https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/business/certification/
https://www.lme.com/en-GB/About/Responsibility/Sustainability
https://www.ft.com/content/bcaf9272-dfad-4239-92a2-db14acd673b8
https://www.ft.com/content/bcaf9272-dfad-4239-92a2-db14acd673b8
https://www.lme.com/en-GB/About/Responsibility/Sustainability
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Percieved Challenges Potential Solutions
Several standards schemes will publish a list of the 
businesses that are certified against their standard and 
undertake ongoing market surveillance to minimise 
fraudulent claims. Exchanges could additionally 
stipulate that having these systems and processes in 
place is a precondition for inclusion as a recognised 
standard.

Insufficient demand. While several large users such 
as Nestle, or Unilever or Barry Callebaut have indicated 
support for more sustainably produced commodities 
like sugar, cocoa and palm oil, this is not necessarily 
the same as saying there is large-scale demand.77

It may be possible to “test” demand, as set out below. 
Also, there is evidence of growing pressure across the 
value chain to address sustainability issues associated 
with commodity production, such as deforestation 
and loss of biodiversity.78 It seems likely that whether 
pushed or pulled, demand is likely to increase.

Insufficient supply to establish a benchmark. 
Following to a certain extent from the point above, 
the extent to which traded commodities are certified 
as being sustainably produced is still quite limited 
(recognising this varies across commodities and 
geographies). This means the available product in the 
underlying market may be too small to serve as the 
benchmark.79 Attempting to shift the market before 
there is sufficient capacity in the underlying market 
may also have unintended consequences (this is 
equally relevant to the point discussed below).

Where there is not a large quantity of the sustainably 
produced product available in the underlying market 
(e.g. Bonsucro certified sugar), one option may be to 
incorporate the sustainably produced version into the 
benchmark contract at a premium to the benchmark. 
This assumes that it is possible to determine a 
reference source for the price. This is not unusual in 
commodities markets. For example, the ICE Robusta 
Coffee Contract specifies that “Class 1” quality coffee 
trades at the contract price and other qualities will 
trade at predefined premia or discounts.80

Another option may be to introduce a sustainably 
produced version of the contract in addition to the 
benchmark. While this could have the effect of splitting 
liquidity and increasing the price for users it could 
also contribute to price discovery for sustainability 
attributes (see below). 

Regardless of the approach adopted, the introduction 
of new products or amendment of existing products 
would need to be done with due consideration of the 
state of readiness of the underlying market. In addition 
to existing ecosystem participants, the exchange 
should also engage other stakeholders such as NGOs 
and sustainability standard setting bodies to identify 
the most suitable interventions and how to approach 
them.

Risk of excluding producers. Introducing a 
sustainably produced version of a product as the 
benchmark may have the effect of excluding certain 
producers (depending on their size and/or business 
model) if the costs associated with moving to more 
sustainable production are too prohibitive.

Price premiums may or may not exist. It is unclear 
that there is a price premium for sustainably produced 
commodities (or at least for agricultural commodities 
such as sugar that are inputs to other products).81 In 
the absence of a price differential, it is unclear that 
there will be demand for sustainability attributes to 
be incorporated into the contract. If there is a price 
differential, it is necessary to establish a reference 
source for this pricing information as an independent, 
credible price benchmark is critical for the creation of a 
derivatives contract.

In instances where the primary challenge is enabling 
price discovery in the underlying market, exchanges 
could potentially partner with relevant actors (such 
as sustainability standards setters and certification 
entities) to create a platform to support such price 
discovery. For example, Bonsucro already operates 
a credit trading platform for Bonsucro-certified sugar 
credits. There may be opportunities to work with 
organizations such as Bonsucro on this or to extend 
this to other product categories, such as coffee or 
cocoa.

77 WWF (2020) ‘Palm Oil Buyers Scorecard’.
78 For example, Ceres has recently released its Investor Guide to Deforestation and Climate Change.
79 For example, in their 2018 Report, Bonsucro indicated that certified production amounted to “over 4 million tonnes”. Total global 
production for the same period was 194.5 million tonnes. Thus, certified production amounted to 2% of total for the year.
80 Available at: The ICE: Robusta Coffee Futures.
81 A representative from Bonsucro, which operates a trading platform for Bonsucro certified sugar credits, said that there did not 
appear to be a price premium for certified sugar. Interviewed April 2020.

https://palmoilscorecard.panda.org/
https://www.ceres.org/resources/reports/investor-guide-deforestation-and-climate-change
http://www.bonsucro.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Download-Bonsucro-Outcome-Report-201819.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/249679/total-production-of-sugar-worldwide/
https://www.theice.com/products/37089079/Robusta-Coffee-Futures
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When considering the introduction of a new product (whether replacing the benchmark with a sustainable version 
or introducing variations on the benchmark) the exchange will assess the level of support and readiness of the 
market. This includes at a minimum consultation with the commodity producers and traders, the warehouses in 
their network, and the users of the derivatives products.82  

Euronext, for example, which trades non-GMO83 rapeseed and corn contracts (the benchmark product in the 
EU, in accordance with EU regulation) has indicated that, based on experience with these products, it is currently 
studying the feasibility of introducing cash-settled agricultural products with sustainability attributes.

4.2 Listing new products that meet emergent demand 

A more straightforward opportunity for derivatives exchanges is to list new contracts that respond to growing 
demand driven by the transition to a low carbon future. As set out in the market review in section 2, exchanges are 
already responding to market demand for sustainability-aligned products and this is set to continue. For example, 
the LME has adopted a strategy to develop derivatives contracts that support price risk management for battery 
materials and electric vehicle industries. As part of this, LME is working with the market to develop a suitable 
lithium futures contract. Having effective price risk management tools will support the development of this market 
thereby contributing positively to a low-carbon transition. 

Another example is the Used Cooking Oil (UCO) and Used Cooking Oil Methyl Ester (UCOME) futures that began 
trading on CME in September 2020. UCO is a feedstock for UCOME, a lower-carbon intensity input to biodiesel. 
As the EU looks to further increase the road transport blending target from renewable fuels in 2021, demand for 
these products is similarly set to increase. These futures products will assist traders in managing their price risk 
and provide additional price transparency.

There are similar opportunities in other derivatives markets. Regulatory developments, such as the EU taxonomy 
for sustainable activities, will undoubtedly create demand for new products particularly when coupled with 
regulatory incentives for investors to ‘green’ their portfolios. These could include demand for new types of 
taxonomy-aligned index derivatives. As the green, social and sustainability bond markets continue to expand 
(and regulated reference standards emerge, supporting the further development of these markets) there will likely 
be similar opportunities in the interest rate market, either in the form of bond index derivatives or green, social or 
sustainability-linked interest rate derivatives products (box 3.1 shows examples of what is already happening in 
the OTC derivatives market). The demand for instruments that allow for greater management of climate-related 
risks is also likely to increase. For example, CME launched water futures in December 2020. The product, based 
on the Nasdaq Veles California Water Index, is intended to provide users exposed to the California water market 
with a price risk hedging mechanism.84

Data products are another opportunity. As demand grows for information to support the analysis of sustainability-
related risks and opportunities, exchanges may consider where they can play a role in meeting this demand. 
Possibilities include ESG reference data and customised indices. This can be developed in-house, by building 
data offerings on existing products or through partnering with service providers with relevant expertise. New 
technologies — such as artificial intelligence and blockchain — potentially provide new data sources for products 
(thereby reducing the disclosure burden on market participants and enhancing the reliability of the data) and 
mechanisms for enhancing traceability.85

4.3 Supporting greater transparency and information availability

Transparency is an integral part of a functioning market  and a central benefit provided by markets. It is generally 
accepted that a lack of agreement as to what constitutes sustainability as well as a lack of data on ESG performance 
can both act as barriers to a sustainability transition. Beyond data products, exchanges can explore opportunities 

82  ICE Futures US is a member of the Global Coffee Platform, a body that claims to be working to increase the sustainability of the 
global coffee market. 
83 Product containing no genetically modified organisms or containing genetically modified organisms whose presence is adventi-
tious or technically unavoidable, in accordance with requirements in force under EU Regulations - EC regulation n° 1829/2003 of 
the European Parliament and the Council of the 22 September 2003 on genetically modified food and feed (OJEU 18-10-2003).
84 Bloomberg (2020) CME’s First Water Futures are Coming as the U.S. West Burns.
85 HSBC (2019) Blockchain - Gateway for sustainability linked bonds.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.globalcoffeeplatform.org/accelerate-your-coffee-sustainability&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1616427726729000&usg=AOvVaw0lBjQ8LH896dpOHD2yJSI3
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-09-17/calfornia-water-futures-are-coming-with-the-west-set-ablaze
https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/mobilising-finance/blockchain-gateway-for-sustainability-linked-bonds
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to improve the availability of ESG information as it relates to the participants in their markets. In the same way that 
stock exchanges encourage or require their listed companies to disclose relevant ESG information, derivatives 
exchanges could encourage market participants to provide information about their own sustainability credentials 
or performance. This could initially be done on a voluntary basis, with the exchange providing a ‘window’ where 
this information is collated. 

In markets where there are as yet no agreed standards for sustainability attributes, exchanges could facilitate 
greater availability of information about currently traded instruments. For example, the LME is consulting about the 
possibility of extending its ‘LMEpassport’ initiative (an initiative aimed at streamlining and simplifying information 
provided upon delivery of metals into the market) to include sustainability disclosures. The proposal is that 
members, listed warehouse companies or producers of its listed brands could use the platform to voluntarily 
upload information such as “the environmental criteria of their brands, certification by an industry scheme, 
recycled content, use of carbon offsets, or water or tailings management schemes”.86

As sustainable finance evolves, banks and institutional investors will increasingly come under pressure to consider 
the sustainability impact (both positive and negative) of their activities. Borrowing from these examples, derivatives 
exchanges could start to consider disclosing the ESG profile of the products that they list.

4.4 Collaborating around the development of the underlying market

Exchanges are important conveners of the markets that they operate. This provides opportunities to encourage 
collaboration around, for example, the agreement of standards where these are seen as necessary for the 
development of the market or even the definition of the underlying market. For example, exchanges could 
participate in consensus building activities focused on sustainable finance in their jurisdiction. The objective 
of such activities would be to ensure that the possible role of derivatives markets is understood and that the 
exchanges similarly understand the opportunities associated with the development of the sustainable finance 
industry. Exchanges can work with market participants to highlight emerging sustainability issues, particularly 
where these are linked to concerns around financial stability. Recent examples of sustainability issues that have 
been associated with financial stability risks include water stress, human rights and biodiversity loss.87 Increasingly, 
as regulators (including financial regulators) across the world start to consider sustainability issues, it will be 
important for derivatives markets operators and relevant members of the ecosystem to ensure they are part of 
the conversation.88

Between 2019 and 2020, the topic of sustainability has gone from virtually unconsidered in derivatives markets to 
the subject of four industry papers. Exchanges, market participants and regulators looked at sustainability topics 
from various angles — from the potential impact on markets to the role derivatives markets can play in meeting 
the sustainability imperative. The sustainability challenges of the modern world are such that addressing them 
requires concerted effort from all actors, including all elements of the finance sector. As both the Futures Industry 
Association and the CFTC note, derivatives exchanges are an important part of the overall solution, whether 
as providers of relevant products and services, contributors to greater data availability and transparency or as 
conveners of the market to address barriers to change. 

As derivatives exchanges look forward, there are a number of areas where they can support the sustainability 
agenda. These can be summed up in the following action menu:

 ■ Engage in partnerships to build consensus on sustainable finance: exchanges should ensure they are 
participants in the evolving field of sustainable finance to ensure agreed solutions are suitable for market 
deployment.

 ■ Use the exchange’s convening power to help drive market standardisation where this is necessary 
to develop the market for sustainability themed products — exchanges can use their position within the 
market ecosystem to reach market agreement around reference standards.

86 LME (2020) LME Sustainability: Discussion Paper.
87 De Nederlandsche Bank (2019) Dutch financial sector also faces environmental and social risks.
88 FIA (2020) How derivatives markets are helping the world fight climate change.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS — THE WAY FORWARD

https://www.lme.com/en-GB/About/Responsibility/Sustainability
https://www.dnb.nl/en/news/news-and-archive/dnbulletin2019/dnb381614
https://www.fia.org/sites/default/files/2020-09/FIA_WP_Sustainable_Finance.pdf
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 ■ Provide mechanisms to enhance transparency about the sustainability attributes of products traded 
on markets and market participants: transparency is a core attribute of market-functioning and as an 
intermediate step exchanges may consider providing a platform that enables market users to report on 
their sustainability practices and initiatives. 

 ■ Link market participation to sustainable market practices (particularly relevant in the case of 
commodities markets): exchanges may stipulate that participation in certain markets is predicated on 
meeting additional sustainability-aligned requirements. This could range from requiring the publication of 
a sustainability report to requiring demonstrated alignment (through reporting) with agreed sustainability 
practices. 

 ■ Introduce sustainability-aligned data products that support the development of the underlying 
markets: data products and services support the functioning of the traded market and can also be the 
basis for the development of new tradeable products.  

 ■ List new tradeable sustainability-aligned products to meet emergent demand whether driven by 
regulatory changes, or customer requirements e.g. products that support a low-carbon transition. This 
also includes introducing or amending commodities contracts to specifically incorporate sustainability 
considerations (process and production methods): exchanges can support the development of the 
underlying market by listing products that enable price discovery of more sustainably-produced versions 
of commodities or support the shift of the market towards more sustainably-produced commodities. 

The range of opportunities is such that every exchange can and should be able to contribute in some way. The 
SSE and WFE will continue to work with derivative exchanges to assist them in their efforts to promote sustainable 
development. More generally, exchanges can be supported in this work through ongoing research, facilitation of 
peer-learning exercises and identification of examples of best practice. Providing a central repository of exchange 
initiatives in this area can also provide a useful point of reference and inspiration. 
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ANNEX I: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON LME 
RESPONSIBLE SOURCING PROGRAMME
How does LME define “responsible sourcing”? LME states that its requirements are structured around the 
elements of transparency and compliance with established standards. For this purpose, LME uses the OECD 
Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas as 
the framework for its responsible sourcing approach. The LME provides producers of brands with optionality as 
regards how they comply with the requirements including which standard they adhere to (as long as the standard 
is aligned with the OECD guidance) and when demonstrated compliance with a standard is not necessary (figure 
A.1). 

Regardless of the compliance model adopted, LME requires all producers to disclose information about their 
alignment with the appropriate standards or aspects relevant to their supply chain due diligence process. These 
requirements will be introduced in a phased manner to give market participants the opportunity to adjust and to 
avoid disadvantaging smaller producers. Full compliance is required by 2023.

Step 1

Tracks to OECD Compliance

Step 2a LME Red Flag Assessment RFA
If no red flags are identified

Internal or External OECD-Aligned Standard
If no red flags are identified

A

Recognized Alignment-
Assessed Standard Tack

Step 2b

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

OECD 5 Step Framework

External Internal

Update Per
Requirements of

Standard

External Standard 
Audit review 

Process
3rd Party

Audit Review

LME Review LME Review

For voluntary
action of a

standard when
no red flags
are identified

B

Update Every
Year

Audited LME RFA Track

RFA reviewed by approved 
auditor and step 5 reporting

External Review

Step 5

C

Published LME RFA Track

RFA reviewed by LME
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Update Every
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LME RFA Review

Publish RFA 
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Figure A.1: Different compliance models for meeting LME 
responsible sourcing requirements
Source: LME

Different compliance models for meeting LME responsible  
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ANNEX II: SSE ADVISORY GROUP MEMBERS
The SSE and WFE gratefully acknowledge the valuable inputs to this document made by the experts listed here.

Special thanks goes to the Co-chairs of the SSE Derivatives Exchanges Advisory Group, Ms. Julie Winkler, Chief 
Commercial Officer, CME Group and Mr. Owain Johnson, Global Head of Research, CME Group & Vice-Chair of 
the WFE’s Sustainability Working Group.

Country Organization Name
Argentina Bolsa de Comercio de Rosario Patricio Brentan

Argentina Matba Rofex Araceli Basurto

Argentina Matba Rofex Camila Ajler

Australia Australian Securities Exchange (ASX)* Bradley Campbell

Brazil B3 - Brasil Bolsa Balcão* Gleice Donini De Souza

Brazil B3 - Brasil Bolsa Balcão* Luiza Nunes Ferreira Junqueira

Canada TMX Group Limited* Andrew Hall

China Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEX)* Andy Lau

China Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEX)* Grace Hui

China Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEX)* Queenie Tsao

China Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing (HKEX)* Tori Cowley

China Shanghai Stock Exchange* Claire Liu

Egypt The Egyptian Exchange* Ahmed Rushdy

Egypt Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA) Magdy Nabil

Egypt Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA) Sina Hbous

France Euronext Charlotte Alliot

France Euronext Fabrice Rahmouni

France Euronext Geoffrey Mazmanian

France Euronext Lionel Porte

India BSE Girish Joshi

Italy London Stock Exchange Group* Sara Lovisolo

Japan Japan Exchange Group, Inc.* Anna Hill

Japan Japan Exchange Group, Inc.* Keiko Koyama

Japan Japan Exchange Group, Inc.* Natsuho Torii

Kazakhstan Kazakhstan Stock Exchange* Ainagul Iskakova

Kazakhstan Kazakhstan Stock Exchange* Zhandos Rakhimov

Mexico Bolsa Mexicana de Valores (BMV)* Erika Delgadillo Aburto

Mexico Bolsa Mexicana de Valores (BMV)* José Miguel De Dios

Mexico Bolsa Mexicana de Valores (BMV)* María José Rodríguez Martínez

Mexico Bolsa Mexicana de Valores (BMV)* Martha Nalleli Barajas López

Netherlands Optiver Claire Nooij

New Zealand NZX Limited* Nick Morris

Saudi Arabia Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)* Ahmed Sager

Saudi Arabia Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)* Nayef Amin

Saudi Arabia Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)* Roland Bellegarde
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*These exchanges are also WFE members. 

Note: The views expressed in this paper are those of UNCTAD, UN Global Compact, UN Environment, the PRI and the WFE unless 

otherwise stated; the paper does not necessarily reflect the official views of individual members of the advisory group or their respective 

organisations.

Saudi Arabia Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul)* Sree Kumar Nayar

Singapore Independent Consultant Stefan Ullrich

Singapore Singapore Exchange* Michael Tang

Singapore Singapore Exchange* Suchitra Subramanian

South Africa JSE* Shameela Ebrahim

South Africa JSE* Thato Seritili

Tanzania Barrick Gold Hilaire Diarra

Thailand SEC Thailand Baramee Singhaseni

Thailand SEC Thailand Jantakarn Pangutha

Thailand SEC Thailand Napaporn Girapunthong

Thailand SEC Thailand Sarocha Tangsatayapirom

Thailand SEC Thailand Surasak Ritthongpitak

The Netherlands ABN Amro Pauline Engelberts

Turkey Borsa Istanbul* Mahmut Aydogmus

Turkey Borsa Istanbul* Muhteşem Karbaş

Turkey Borsa Istanbul* Recep Bildik

UAE Standard Chartered Oliver Phillips

United Kingdom Bloomberg Sallianne Taylor

United Kingdom CME Group* Owain Johnson

United Kingdom FIA Christiane Leuthier

United Kingdom FIA John Graham

United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) Elizabeth Kocovska

United Kingdom Independent Consultant Norma Tregurtha

United Kingdom LME* Georgina Hallett

United Kingdom Standard Chartered Jean-Renaud Grasset

United Kingdom WFE Mushtaq Ahmed

United Kingdom WFE Richard Metcalfe

United States CBOE* Kyle Edwards

United States CBOE* Nicole Gordon

United States Ceres Hugh Brown

United States CME Group* Julie Winkler

United States Intercontinental Exchange, Inc. (ICE)* Brookly McLaughlin

United States New Venture Fund Camilla Seth

United States Wellington Asset Management David A. Chang
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